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As biotherapeutics development using mammalian cell systems continues to grow, continuous
improvement and optimization of cell line culture processes is crucial. Selexis’ cell line development
platform requires routine passaging of hundreds of CHO suspension-adapted cell lines in Erlenmeyer flasks
and spin tubes, requiring high quality and process consistency. However, automation of such capped
labware remain difficult to automate, and incompatible with existing automated cell culture platforms [1].
In an effort to improve cell culture processes, Selexis imagined and developed customized and flexible
solutions for a fully automated cell incubation and passaging process. We automated an existing Kühner
shaker incubator, widely used in the biotechnology industry, for special labware incubation, handling and
transportation from the incubator compartment towards a high-performance automated liquid handling
instrument. For such application, unique adapted labware holders (baskets) and customized decappingrecapping systems were designed and integrated. This automated cell passaging platform also involves
best-in class robotized arms, automated hotels, incubators and centrifuge. As part of a comprehensive and
innovative automation process, we are also implementing last-generation PAT tools based on Raman
spectroscopy for online cell counting.
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Adapting traditional CHO cell cultivation processes to automated
orbital shaken cell technology
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Seamless third-party devices integration for a compact and
adaptive cell culture platform
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Automated workflow
The cell passaging platform is orchestrated around the Hamilton Microlab VANTAGE 2.0 liquid handler
equipped with a logistics and a rear-cabinet (A). Such system enables automated cell maintenance and
basket handling through the integration of one internal plate gripper (IPG) and one collaborative robot on
linear rail. Four Erlenmeyer flask decappers and two spin tubes decappers are integrated at each side of
the liquid handling workstation. A customized IKA shaker is also integrated to ensure optimal cell culture
shaking during ondeck cell passaging processes.
As illustrated here (B), the global system could handle 80 Erlenmeyer flasks and 320 spin tubes baskets.

From standardized cell culture processes to automated workflows, Selexis’ cell passaging method
involves Kühner orbital shaken technology combined with performant shaking vessel for maximum
oxygen transfer capacity. High-performance instruments well-known from the industry are integrated in
the platform such as a liquid handling workstation and an automated centrifuge. Automated workflow
also involves the integration of a new technology applied for cell density measurements such as a probe
interfaced with a Raman spectrometer.
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Automated Erlenmeyer Flask and spin tube handling
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Enhanced cell culture performance
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Cell passaging time performance
for the maintenance of
48 CHO cell lines in
Erlenmeyer flask (20 mL)
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Customized design [2] for adapted
labware handling with 125 mL
Erlenmeyer flask and 50 mL spin
tube baskets (A), capping-recapping
with decappers (B) and shaking with
IKA shaker adds-on (C).
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Customized Kühner shaker incubator adapted for automated
maintenance of suspension-adapted cell lines
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The automated shaker incubator [2] is comprised of a customized tray for detachably labware positioning
(A), a 3-axis robotized arm with gripper fingers (B) for labware handling within the incubator enclosure, a
sliding door (C) and a transfer station (D). This system comprises many precision sensors and detectors
for detecting movements and positions. Incubator shaker capacity is 40 Erlenmeyers or 160 spin tubes.

Automated

Manual passaging process for 48 cell lines
would traditionally take up to 6 hours and
involve a lab operator for almost the same
duration whereas it would only take 30 minutes
to our scientists to proceed to labware loading
into the shaker incubator and to transfer cell
line information to the control system.

Cell culture automation has the potential to eliminate labor intensive and repetitive tasks whilst reducing
handler-induced variability and increasing reproducibility. Routine cell passaging processes can be
performed outside of working hours and days, therefore enabling significant increases in throughput.

Conclusion
At the limit between lab automation and industrial robotization, Selexis imagined and
developed innovative tools and flexible solutions for automated Erlenmeyer flask and
spin tube handling, integrated within a fully automated cell cultivation platform. This
flexible system includes adaptive automated parts and devices such as a customized
Kühner shaker incubator enabling automated cell culture incubation and transportation.
The design of such platform required the mechanical integration of several components
and devices from many different suppliers, including software drivers and software control
units.
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Full cell passaging worklows can be easily handled without manual intervention and
controlled by user friendly and easily accessible process control software. All equipments
are functionally joined and integrated into a central control system, enabling a flexible
process scheduling to perform the tasks and providing seamless digitalization of
standardized process workflows. Implementing such an automated and customized cell
culture system will improve operational efficiency and quality whilst reducing human
variability and errors. Repetitive cell cultivation tasks can be completed faster, while
decreasing resources will allow to increase general cell handling throughput.
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